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It goes without saying,
but 2020 has been an
unprecedented year.
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A seismic shift has
taken place, not only
in regards to consumer
behaviour but in the
way we perceive our
very identities.
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By examining increases
in internet searches,
analysing data about
engagement ring trends,
and looking at the impact
of a global pandemic, this
report identifies what
trends are on the rise in
the world of jewellery.
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Incidentally, this report also captures something about how we
express love when it matters most. Proving that when the world feels
upside down, we still have our human connection. It’s part of why
we make love our life’s work.
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shopping
Every second the world is changing. In the face of increasing
uncertainty, there’s a strong desire to assert individuality and
sincerity through the things we buy and wear.
Seeing as our engagement and wedding rings are the most
meaningful items we own, it’s no wonder people want their
personal values to be reflected not only in their ring but in the
way they shop for that ring.
We look at the current landscape of jewellery retail and discuss
where consumer attitudes will take us next.
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conscious buyers
In an increasingly fluctuating landscape for brands
and consumer behaviour, we need to rethink
how we connect with young people not just as
consumers but as individuals.
Accountability regarding environmental impact is
no longer optional. It’s essential. We’re excited to
see this consumer-led shift in behaviour towards
making a better future for all living things. 2021
will ring in the golden age of the conscious buyer.

brand sustainability
Over two thirds of all brands
want to be more sustainable
and environmentally-ethical
going forward.

70%

Given its intimate connection
to the earth’s precious resources,
shoppers expect the jewellery
industry to follow suit.

70% of young people agree that having
a strong point of view on social issues is
essential to making a brand influential.

the kids are alright

increase in search words in the past year
“Recycled”

58%
of Millennials and Gen Z
consumers would trust a brand
more if it shared its challenges
and ‘work in progress’ to
become better global citizens.

55%

+15%
“Sustainable”

+15%
“Ethical”

+15%
“Ethical jewellery”

+20%

of luxury shoppers will
be made up of Gen Z
and the latter half of
the Millennial generation
by 2025. Defined by
hyper-individualism and
fluid self-expression, these
consumers choose to shop
with brands that reflect their
socially-determined values.

46%
of Gen Z shoppers say they
prefer supporting “honest”
products when purchasing.
By putting responsibility
and care at the heart of its
storytelling, a brand can
better capture their audience.
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“Recycled gold”

+29%
Other sustainability-related searches

+37%
2020

2019
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tech in retail

lab-grown diamonds

The COVID pandemic in 2020 has shifted almost everything about our daily lives. Technology
has become even more bound to day-to-day life, and rather than being a temporary fix, many
changes brought about by lockdown are here to stay.

Lab-grown diamonds have surged onto the scene as a more sustainable option for those
looking to buy a new diamond. Forgoing the need to extract resources from untouched earth,
lab-grown diamonds deliver top-quality diamonds with none of the geological impact.

Forbes claims this moment in history has accelerated e-commerce ‘4 to 6 years’ in just a
matter of months. And it doesn’t stop there. Augmented reality (AR)-powered retail strategies
are in development and people are getting excited. This leaves an exciting opportunity for the
jewellery industry to bring the display case into people’s homes, letting them get up close and
personal with designs wherever they are in the world.

Promoting lab-grown diamonds and fair trade gold is a crucial example of how jewellery
brands can lead through action and not just talk.

is online shopping taking over?

the rise of the lab-grown diamond

4 in 5

20%

people say they plan to
continue to purchase more
online after the pandemic.

of e-commerce sales have
increased in 2020.

augmented reality is the new reality

400%

70%

Since 2015, the
search term “labgrown diamonds”
has increased
400% worldwide.

of Millennials and
now Generation Z are
moving away from
conventional diamonds
and considering buying
a lab grown alternative.

diamond market share of lab-grown diamonds
worldwide from 2016 to 2030
10%

40%

+250%

of UK consumers have
used AR or virtual reality
to test or view a product
before buying in 2020.

According to Shopify, 3D
models in AR have been
shown to increase conversion
rates by up to 250 per cent
on product pages.
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1.7%

1.8%
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3.8%

3%

2020*

2021*
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INSIGHTS ON COUPLES
+ PROPOSALS
From an unexpected getaway to a ring box tucked away
in a coat pocket, engagements are about the thrill of
surprise. But more and more, couples choose to design their
engagement ring together. Gone are the days of solo ring
shopping: the majority of couples choose an engagement
ring together.
Traditions are changing, from the way we propose to how
we buy our engagement rings. And while everyone has
faced challenges during lockdown, in many ways it’s made
relationships stronger. Turbulent times make people realise
what’s truly important in life.

did you discuss the ring or keep it a surprise?

A

+50%
Despite many wedding
postponements, searches
for engagement rings
have remained stronger
than ever, with a 50%
increase in searches
in April alone.

D

28%

23.2%

20.6%

Very - we made
the decision
together

My partner told
me what kind of
ring or jeweller
they’d like me
to choose

Not at all - my
partner wasn’t
involved

B

C

15.4%

8.8%

4%

Barely - my
partner hinted
what they’d like

Completely my partner
led the process
and I paid
for the order

They were not
involved, but
I asked their
friends and
family for help

E

F

how long did you date before proposing?

did you discuss marriage with your partner
before proposing?

2-3 years

27%

1-2 years

26%

38.2%

9.2%

Yes, we did discuss some details

Yes, we had everything planned out

34.4%

5.2%

Yes, we spoke a lot about marriage

No, the proposal was a complete surprise

<6 months

2.4%
10+ years

2.6%

13%

3-5 years
5-10 years

9%

No, but marriage felt like the
next step for our relationship
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6-12 months

12.6%
10

20.4%

design elements
Culture and design have always informed each other, with each
historical moment expressing itself differently, and in turn being
defined by this expression. So how can we define our moment in
history through design?
In this section, we deep dive into how shifting perceptions of romance
and gender have affected jewellery as an artform and what emerging
trends have to say about who we are as lovers.
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INCLUSIVITY

STONES AND METALS

Who decided that diamonds and gold were a beauty saved for one type of person? This
year alone has seen a 150% increase in male jewellery shoppers, proving that it’s due time
for notions about glamour to transcend gender. Quality design is for everyone. Period.

Spring 2021 is going to usher in a real boom in bright colours. Expect to see more pink
diamonds, rich emeralds, and even rubies taking centre stage in popular ring designs.

A move towards ‘gender-inclusive’ design means exactly that: it includes all people rather
than targeting products to a limited percentage of shoppers.
The move towards gender inclusivity in the jewellery industry means embracing
innovative design for men and shifting our whole perception of how and why people
get engaged. To that we say, bring it on.

the rise in gender-inclusive designs

Most of all, sapphires will continue to dominate the coloured gemstone market in 2021, especially
sapphires with unique, soft tones and hues. Maneesha Humphrey, our gemstone buyer in Sri
Lanka, notes that “lately, we’re experiencing a demand for paler, pastel tones across UK and US
markets.” Teal-coloured sapphires and pale blue, pink and peach are having a real moment in the
spotlight, which speaks to an increased investment in individualism within classic design.

68%

58%

18%

of jewellery shoppers
searched for gold
pieces this year.

of our customers opt for platinum,
making it hold the top spot for
bridal jewellery purchases.

of our customers chose yellow gold in
2020—potentially a lingering trend from the
engagement of Meghan Markle and Prince Harry.

centre stone and metal popularity

+150%
This year has seen a
150% increase in male
jewellery shoppers.

56%
Gender-free clothing shop, the
Phluid Project, found that 56%
of Gen Z consumers shop outside
of their assigned gender category.

A | 46.3% Round

A | 57%

B | 18.9% Oval

B | 18.2% 18ct Yellow Gold

C | 9.5% Cushion

C | 13.2% 18ct White Gold

D | 6.6% Emerald

D | 7.4%

E | 6.3% Princess
F | 5.9% Pear
G | 2.2% Marquise
H | 1.6% Radiant
I | 0.9% Asscher
J | 0.8% Heart
K | 0.6% Octagonal
L | 0.4% Hexagonal
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Platinum

18ct Rose Gold
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designs for 2021
There’s nothing wrong with the classics, but what emerged as a desire for simplicity in
2020 is set to evolve into clean, modern designs using more fancy shapes. Buyers today
want products that aren’t weighed down in excess, but simple doesn’t mean boring.
Bring on all those unique diamond cuts such as marquise and pear shapes.

centre stones

diamonds

“Because, why not? More
diamonds and extra hidden details
are always going to be a winner.”
Kate Earlam-Charnley, Design Director

46%

1 in 5

of round diamonds
still make up all
centre stones used
in engagements

rings feature oval
diamonds, with the
elegant cut coming in
as a second favourite

Most frequently featured on the collet or basket
of a design (the area just beneath the centre
diamond or gemstone), hidden halos give an
opportunity to add extra sparkle to a design
while remaining subtle and simple.

bands

personalisation

“Super slim bands are definitely the biggest trend.”
Kate Earlam-Charnley, Design Director

“Couples are meticulously looking at every
aspect of personalising a ring.”

In fact, our best-selling designs feature a 1.6mm width band which offers a dainty finish.
Towards the end of this year, there’s been an increased interest in ridged bands in particular.
This is where the profile of the band itself has a raised ridge at its centre that gives a delicate
look of a super slim band, whilst the wider, lower end of the band gives the design integrity to
ensure the ring is strong enough to be worn everyday.

Another good thing to come out of 2020 is that this year more than any other, people are
taking more time to design their rings. Likely a knock on effect from the slow-pace of life in
lockdown, Kate Earlam-Charnley says that couples are “meticulously looking at every aspect
of personalising a ring.” We hope this attention to detail and emotional connection will only
continue to result in stunning and highly original designs for all Taylor & Hart customers.

Distanced pavé bands are something new to mainstream engagement ring design. This style
sees the diamonds or gemstones set along the band set further apart than traditional pavé that
sees stones ‘pave’ the band itself. Kate Earlam-Charnley suspects this style indicates a trend
towards more considered, sleek, contemporary designs compared to the love for vintage designs
that have dominated for the past decade.
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After the year we’ve had, many would say it’s impossible to know
what the next 12 months will hold. But if we’ve learned anything
from 2020, it’s that people don’t give up on love.
The challenges of this past year are undeniable, but positive change
is coming. Uncertainty has made us reckon with our commitment
to a sustainable future. Lockdown has allowed us to take time
in thinking about design and self-expression. A craving for
individuality is producing bolder and more diverse expressions
of love. All of that is worth getting excited about.

Here’s to 2021 and all that it has in store.

Sources:
De Beers Group of Companies, Dazed Media, Raconteur, Lyst Jewellery, Lyst Fashion, Forbes, Raconteur, Edited
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